**Assembly Instruction**

1. **This Module is Assembled with a Hidden Fastener Hardware System** that comes preinstalled. One of these, the Channel Lock Fastener, is the feature in this assembly (Figure A). If panels appear to be missing fasteners or they are damaged, contact customer service for replacements.

2. **This Unit is Easiest Built on its Side Rather Than from the Bottom Panel Up.** All panels will be pre-positioned before they are slide over and locked into the final location. Locate one of the front panels (Figure B) and lay it on the ground with routes face up. Note the routed profiles (Figure C) on the front panel and the direction of the smaller rout compared to the clearance slot. The smaller rout is the capture profile that will hold and position the channel lock.

3. **Take the Bottom Panel and Start the Channel Locks into the Clearance Profiles in the Front Panel.** Do not push the panel into the lock position at this point. The channel locks should remain just fed into the rout but the edge of the bottom panel should be flush with the front panel (Figure D).

**NOTE:** An extra hand is helpful for supporting the panel in this temporary position.

**NOTE:** Ensure the pilot holes are facing towards the inside of the box when the bottom panel is installed.

---

**Tools Required**

- Drill driver w/ #2 Phillips bit

**Hardware**

- #8x5/8" Pan Head Screws
  - QTY X 8
- #8x1 1/4" Pan Head Screws
  - QTY X 4
- 1" L Brackets
  - QTY 4

---
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4. Take one of the end panels and start the channel locks into the clearance profiles in the front panel (FIGURE E). Do not push this panel into the lock position.

5. Take the last end panel and start the channel locks into the clearance profiles in the front panel (FIGURE F). Do not push this panel into the lock position.

6. Take the back panel and lay it overttop of all exposed channel locks on the edges of the end panels and bottom panels (FIGURE G). All channel locks should start into the clearance profiles with this step.

**NOTE:** The unit will support its self at this point and extra hands aren’t needed anymore.
7. Push the pre positioned panels over to the locked position in the sequence detailed below (FIGURE H). This will close off the box and lock out the panels.

8. Flip up the box assembly onto the bottom panel. Take the four L brackets from the hardware kit and install them inside the box in each corner using the pilot holes for a guide (FIGURE I). Use the 5/8” pan head screws from the kit. These brackets lock the end panels to the box assembly. The box assembly is complete with this step.
9 Take the shelf panel and install into the module position where the open top box assembly will be installed (FIGURE J).

10 Slide the box assembly overtop of the shelf unit and center up in the frame (FIGURE K).

11 From the hardware kit take the 1 1/4 pan head screws. Start and run down a screw in each corner near the L bracket (FIGURE L). There are pilot holes for guides. This locks down the box to the shelf unit underneath and mounts it to the frame. Installation is complete after this step.

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.